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Abstract
I dene 1+1 dimensional de Sitter manifold in this paper and I consider
various coordinate systems on it. I will demonstrate some introductory
aspects of the general theory of relativity using the transformations between
these coordinate systems. The problem might be of interest for physics and
mathematics students as well as for physics teachers.
1 Introduction
At rst I will stress the importance of 3 + 1 version of de Sitter manifold
in relativistic cosmology (ination) and quantum eld theory in curved
spacetime. For more details see for example the book of Birrell and Davies
[1], detailed informations about the (cosmological) ination can be found
in [2] or in recent papers concerning the ination. I suppose that the reader
of this text is familiar with (notation) of modern dierential geometry. If
not see for example the introductory pages of books [3], or [4]. Now let us
start with denition:
Def.: 2D de Sitter manifold (DS2) is dened by the equation
x2 + y2 − t2 = a2 (a > 0) ; (1)
as the submanifold of 3D Minkowski space M2+1[t,x,y]. Metric structure in
M2+1[t,x,y] is given by the at metric tensor
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we note, that the same as in eq. (2) can be expressed using the innitesimal interval as
follows: ds2 = dx2+dy2−dt2, this notation is usual in many books concerning both the special
and the general theories of relativity
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Figure 1: DS2 as the submanifold of M2+1
So, if we introduce the new coordinates (r; ) to describe DS2 by the
following equations
x = r cos() ;
y = r sin() ;
r 2 [a;1)
 2 [0; 2) ; (3)
then we can write the induced metric tensor g on DS2 in the form:
g =
a2
a2 − r2dr ⊗ dr + r
2d⊗ d : (4)
Looking on the space-time character of vectors @r and @φ (i.e. evaluating
g(@r; @r) and g(@φ; @φ)) we will see that the coordinates  and r correspond
to space coordinate and time coordinate respectivelly. The cut of DS2 by
the surface (see g.1.) t = const is a circle parallel with the xy plane with
the radius equal to r =
p
a2 + t2. This cut represents the ordinary space
(or space), which volume is equal to
V ol1 = 2r = 2
√
a2 + t2 : (5)
Another set of convenient coordinates (; ) is given by the transformation:
r = a cosh() ;  2 R ; (6)
and the g tensor has a form:
g = a2
[−d ⊗ d + cosh2()d⊗ d] : (7)
The last formula for g expresses that DS2 is a two dimensional version of
the closed Robertson - Walker inating Universe. The coordinate  plays




2 Killing's vector eld on DS2
The isometric (continous) transformations of any smooth manifold (espe-
cially DS2) are generated by some vector eld - say V . We think by "are
generated" that the ow of V is an isometric transformation of the manifold
under consideration. Such a vector eld V is the Killing's vector (vector
eld). The condition for V to be the Killing's vector is well known (the
Killing's equation) - see e.g. [1]:
LV g = 0 ; (8)
where LV is the Lie derivative with respect to V . Let us denote x0 =  and
x1 =  . Then the Killing' s equations for DS2 may be written as follows
V kgij,k + V k,i gkj + V
k
,j gik = 0 (i; j; k 2 f0; 1g) ; (9)
where F,i = @xiF , or in the (; ) coordinate form
V 1,1 = 0 ;
sinh()V 1 + cosh()V 2,2 = 0 ;
cosh2()V 2,1 − V 1,2 = 0 :
(10)
It is very simple to nd the general solution of the system (10). The result
is
V  V 1@1+V 2@2 = A cos(−0)@θ−A tanh() sin(−0)@φ +B@φ; (11)
with A;B and 0 real constants. In the "old coordinates" (r; ) we have
V = A cos(− 0)
√




@φ + B@φ :
Now, we shall separate V into two parts and we shall discuss their
meaning:
(i.) Let us take
V rot = B@φ :
It is clear that the ow of V rot makes the rotation of DS2 with the velocity
B around the t axis. (If B = 0 then we have the identity transformation.)
The space-time character of V rot is given by its length
g(V rot; V rot) = B2g(@φ; @φ) = B2r2 > 0 : (12)
So V rot is a space-like vector eld and the integral curves of this eld are
not worldlines of a real object.











DS2 is invariant under the ow of B@φ (i.e. under the rotations around the
t axis as was said in (i.)). So we can put 0 = 0 without lost of generality.
In this case we have
V˜ (0 = 0) = A
√
r2 − a2@x  V˜x :
V˜x represents the (nonuniform) translation along the x axis projected on
DS2. (In the case of 0 6= 0 V˜ represents analogical translation, but along
some axis, which is rotated relativelly to the x axis in the xy plane of the
background Minkowski space.) Look at the space - time character of V˜x
g(V˜x; V˜x) = A2(−a2 + y2) : (13)
We can state that the vector eld V˜x is:
- timelike in the part of DS2, in which jyj < a
- spacelike in the part of DS2, in which jyj > a
The part of the space (the sphere S1), in which the inequality jyj < a holds,
consists of two disjoint arcs - see g.2. The  angle, which is dened on
g.2., is given at the moment t as follows:
 2 [−;] if x > 0 ;












3 Motion of light in DS2
A smooth curve (worldline) γ  DS2 is isotropic (or lightlike) if and only
if
g(γ˙; γ˙) = 0 : (15)
A condition equivalent to this one is the following
d
cosh()
= d : (16)
We obtain, performing the integration, the equation of the general isotropic
line in DS2
 = c + 2arctan(eθ) : (17)
























The space in DS2 is one dimensional, the space coordinate from the doublet
(t; ) is  and  2 [0; 2). The dierence
 = (t2)− (t1) ;
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computed with respect to (17), describes the space translation of the light
during the time interval between t1 and t2. If two signals were emitted at
the moment t = 0 from the same point, the rst one in the + direction
and the second in the − direction, then the two points, which this two
signals reach in the time t > 0, represent the particle horizon relativelly to
the starting point of the signal emission.
Let us consider the two antiparallel signals emitted from the point (t =
0;  = =2) 2 DS2 (see g.2.). The constant c (see (16)) is equal to 0, for
the signal emitted in + direction, and is equal to , fow the signal emitted
in − direction. The signals positions may be charecterized by the  angle


















Figure 2: It shows the ordinary space and the particle horizon position (the two
marked points) at the moment of time t
4 World time
In the part of DS2, in which the inequality jyj < a is satised, the Killing's
vector eld V˜x is timelike. It is possible to introduce there local coordinates
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so that the coecients of the metric tensor do not depend on the time. One
speaks about the world time. We note, that this part of DS2 is assigned
(g.2.) by the  angle given by (14) or as well as by  angle and the
physical meaning of these angles was discussed in previous sections.
In the area, which is now under consideration, we have
x2 − t2 = a2 − y2  Y 2 > 0 : (18)
So we can introduce the new coordinates (Y; T ) by the following relations
x = Y cosh(T ) ;
t = Y sinh(T ) ;
Y 2 [−a; a] ;
T 2 R : (19)
The metric tensor has the form in this part of DS2:
g =
a2
a2 − Y 2dY ⊗ dY − Y
2dT ⊗ dT : (20)
We see that we have presented a part of DS2 as a static spacetime and that
the T coordinate plays the role of the world time.
What is the volume of the space (generally as a function of time) for an
observer measuring the space-time distances according to the formula (20)?




a2 − Y 2 dY ;
and we get the volume in question




a2 − Y 2 = a : (21)
We note that there are two (for all t 6= 0) disjoint parts of DS2, in which
the world time may be introduced. The volume of both of them is given
by the previous formula.
5 Relativity of space innity
Now let us consider the part of DS2, in which the inequality jyj > a holds.
We can write
x2 − t2 = a2 − y2  −Z2 < 0 ; (22)
an we can make an analogical transformation of the coordinates as in the
previous section
x = Z sinh() ;
t = Z cosh() ;
Z 2 R ;
 2 R : (23)
Tensor g expressed in (Y; ) coordinates becomes
g = − a
2
a2 + Z2
dZ ⊗ dZ + Z2d⊗ d : (24)
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The last expression for g suggests us to make one more transformation
Z = a sinh() ;  2 R ; (25)
and to express g in terms of the pair (; )
g = a2
[−d ⊗ d + sinh2()d⊗ d] : (26)
It is clear that the  coordinate plays the role of time now and that we
have presented this part of DS2 as the two dimensional version of the open






jdet(g)jd = a sinh()d :
gives the metrics on the hyperplane (the curve)  = const:. It implies that
the volume of space under consideration is given at the moment  by




We see that this volume is innite for all  6= 0.
6 Conclusion
We have started from the de Sitter manifold, which is a special case of
the closed Robertson-Walker Universe. Then we have presented, using the
suitable coordinate transformation (19), well dened part of it as the static
Universe, i.e. we have introduced on this part of DS2 the world time. One
can discover on this example, that the determination of the arrow of time,
using the expansion of the Universe, may be problematic. Thereafter we
have used other coordinate transformations - eqs. (23) and (25) - and we
have presented the part of DS2 as the open Robertson-Walker Universe.
The motivation and the interpretation for these coordinate transformations
is given by the analysis of the Killing's vector eld od DS2 and the motion
of light in DS2, which we have gave in the second and third sections. The
idea to present a part of closed inating
2
Universe as an open inating
Universe has the great use in the cosmology, especially in the scenarios of
evolution of (our) very early Universe. From the physical point of view
the inating Universe (as DS2) is an Universe lled by the homogenous
conguration of a scalar eld with nonzero (positive) energy density. This
idea was presented the rst time in the work [5]. It leads to the possibility
of "the quantum creation of an open Univers" - see for example [2] or the
short paper [6].
2
by inating we think, that the scale parameter a grows exponetially for t > 0
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